Should the output for an empty binomial be 0:/n and the empty SPT after dijkstra be 0 :n
----
?

Confirmed in class

So what was the answer? No one tells me anything :( 

In class, Lusth said an empty binomial has undefined printing behavior per the spec, and so will not be tested. He also said that an empty graph has no shortest path tree, so the print is undefined as well, so will not be tested.

Not trying to sound silly or mean, but how are you guys keeping in contact? The grading happens tonight and this is all pretty ¡importanté!

Mostly through smoke signals. Sometimes we use horns.

Email or I go to his office. The grading script should already be done so whatever he told you will be used to grade.
Okay. Thanks for your responses man. I'll try to stop posting and let ya enjoy the weekend :d